
1. Introduction

There are various supervised and unsupervised

classification algorithms for polarimetric SAR(Kong

et al., 1988; Lee et al., 1994; Lardeux et al., 2009;

Ersahin et al., 2010). There are also various PolSAR

decomposition techniques (Van zyl et al., 1987;

Freeman and Durden, 1998; Yamaguchi et al., 2005;

Lee and Oh, 2009). The entropy-alpha-anisotropy

technique is the most common classification

technique for polarimetric SAR images (Cloude and

Pottier, 1997). The Cloude-Pottier technique is to

classify the polarimetric response of each pixel into

an entropy-alpha-anisotropy diagram, in which the

entropy, alpha and anisotropy are computed from

Eigen analysis of the coherency matrices. Although

the Eigen analysis may be an excellent technique to

analyze an information matrix, it has some weak

points for the SAR image classification. In the

process of the Eigen analysis, the magnitudes of the

coherency matrix elements are normalized such that

the information in the magnitudes is lost, and

consequently it prevents us to proceed to the

classification process after the Eigen analysis. So, in

our previous research, we proposed one unsupervised

classification technique using the degree of

polarization (DoP) and the co-polarized phase-

difference (CPD) statistics (Oh et al., 2009; Rio et al.,

2006; Ulaby et al., 1992). This classification

technique is simple and intuitive because the DoP and
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CPD are physical parameters which can be obtained

directly from the covariance matrix, or the Stokes

scattering matrix, without Eigen analysis. We

proposed a DoP-CPD technique for classification

boundary values from experimental data using only

L-band polarimetric AirSAR and PALSAR data.

Hence, in this paper DoP-CPD classification

technique is verified with C-band polarimetric

RADARSAT-2 image. In addition, the multi looking

effects on the DoP and CPD are also analyzed.

Speckle complicates the image interpretation problem

and reduces the accuracy of image segmentation and

classification. We analyzed the sensitivities of the

classification parameters on various targets and the

effect of ensemble averaging. The DoP-CPD diagram

boundary values are dependent on the number of

averaging pixels.

2. Classification parameters

In general, the scattered electric field Es can be

written with the complex 2×2 scattering matrix S

(Sinclair, 1950):

[ ] = [ ][ ] (1)

where h and v denote horizontally and vertically

polarized waves, respectively. The Stokes vector is

defined as

_
F s = == (2)

where <…> indicates the ensemble average (Ulaby

and Elachi, 1990). The DoP of the partially polarized

wave is then defined as

DoP = (3)

The DoP can be obtained from the Mueller matrix,

the Stokes scattering matrix, or the covariance matrix

for h- and v-polarized wave incidences. We used then

the DoP value which is the mean of the h- and v-

polarized DoP values.

The DoP could be used as an important factor for

classifying image classes, because the DoP measures

how much the effect of multiple reflections is

contained in a target area (Elies et al., 1997).

The CPD can be defined as the ensemble average

of the co-polarized phase-difference between the hh-

and vv-polarized scattered waves. In the backscattering

case, the measured scattering matrix by a polarimetric

radar system consists of five quantities; |Shh|, |Svv| and

|Shv|, Fc = Fhh 
_ Fvv, and Fx = Fhv 

_ Fvv.

S = e
_ ifvv [ ] (4)

The CPD Fc can be written as

fc = fhh
_ fvv = tan

_1 ( ) (5)

For most natural targets, the cross-polarized phase

difference Fx is almost uniformly distributed over [0,

2p], and therefore, contains less target-specific

information. On the other hand, the CPD(Fc) shows

a Gaussian PDF with both a standard deviation and a

mean which depend on the target characteristics.

Hence, the CPD contains some target-specific

information (Ulaby et al., 1992). For extreme cases,

for example, CPD=0˚ for radar scattering from a flat

surface, and CPD=180˚ for a dihedral-type scattering.

Otherwise, the CPD has various values depending on

the combination of various scattering mechanisms:

single-bounce scattering, double bounce scattering,

and volume scattering. Hence, the feature of Fc can

be a good parameter for classifying polarimetric SAR

data.
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3. Effects of multi looking on the DoP
and CPD

Speckle in SAR images is a scattering

phenomenon. Speckle complicates the image

interpretation problem and reduces the accuracy of

image segmentation and classification. Speckle

filtering and multilook processing is a procedure

commonly adopted to reduce the noise effect. The

most commonly applied technique is the boxcar filter,

which replaces the center pixel in a moving window

size 3×3 or larger with average of pixels in the

window. The effects of ensemble averages on the

DoP and CPD are examined by increasing the
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Fig. 3.  Behaviors of the Entropy and Averaged alpha angle with various numbers of looks for grass areas, forested areas, and urban

(Lee et al., 2008).

Fig. 1.  Behaviors of the DoP with various numbers of looks for

sea, urban, short vegetation and tall vegetation.

Fig. 2.  Behaviors of the CPD with various numbers of looks for

sea, urban, short vegetation and tall vegetation.



number of imaging pixels for averaging. We started

from 3×3 pixels for the ensemble average and

computed the parameters with 5×5, 7×7, and 9×9

pixels to evaluate the effect of ensemble average on

these parameters. The DoP decreases as the number

of averaging pixels increases for short vegetation and

tall vegetation areas, while the DoP does not show

noticeable change for bare surface and urban areas

with increasing the number of averaging pixels, as

shown in Fig. 1. The CPD also decreases with an

increase of the number of averaging pixels for short

vegetation and tall vegetation areas, and almost

insensitive on the number of averaging for bare

surface and urban areas, as shown in Fig. 2.

Recently, Lee et al. (2008) analyzed the behavior

of sample average on H, A, and a-. In general, entropy

will be underestimated and anisotropy will be

overestimated, if the number of looks is insufficiently

large. They also found that the bias in alpha angle can

be either under or overestimated depending on

scattering mechanism. Fig. 3 shows Behaviors of the

Entropy and Averaged alpha angle with various

numbers of looks (Lee et al., 2008). Fig. 4 shows a

comparison between the entropy-alpha technique and

the DoP-CPD technique on polarimetric SAR image

classification with various numbers of looks.

It is shown in Fig. 4 that the DoP-CPD is less

sensitive to the number of averaging pixels than the

entropy-alpha technique.

4. DoP-CPD diagram

The SAR image pixels of a bare surface and a

building area have high DoP values because the

single scattering and double bounce scattering are

dominant in the areas. On the other hand, the pixels

of a forest and a vegetation area have low DoP values

because of the multiple scattering effects in the areas.

The CPD values of SAR image pixels are also

dependent of the various scattering mechanisms:

single bounce scattering, double bounce scattering

and volume scattering.

The DoP and CPD values of each pixel of a SAR

image are positioned in the DoP-CPD diagram with

the vertical axis of the DoP and the horizontal axis of

the CPD. We first analyzed the DoP and the CPD

distributions over the DoP-CPD diagram for various
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Fig. 4.  Comparison of classification results with various window sizes for the Entropy-Alpha technique and the DoP-CPD technique.



ground types; for example, a bare surface, a village

area, a short vegetation area, and a forest area. We

then set empirically the boundaries of the DoP and

the CPD between the classes based on the DoP-CPD

distributions of various target areas. We analyzed the

sensitivities of the classification parameters on

various targets and the effect of ensemble averaging.

Then, the optimum values of the DoP for class

separations have been chosen to be 0.85 and 0.65

according to the degree of multiple scattering, as

shown in Fig. 5. The CPD has been used to separate

the dominant scattering mechanisms between single-

and double-bounce scatterings. Based on the data

analysis, we empirically chose the optimum boundary

value with 450, as shown in Fig. 5.

The existing diagram was used from -180˚ to 180˚

of CPD. In this paper we propose a diagram using

absolute CPD. Because, based on 0˚, CPD are similar

to value of both side.

Each class of the DoP-CPD diagram (Fig. 5) can

be summarized as follows:

Zone I (DoP>0.85, |CPD|<450): Single-bounce

surface scattering areas such as bare soil

surfaces and water surfaces.

Zone II (DoP>0.85, |CPD|>450): Double-bounce

surface scattering areas such as a town or village

with buildings.

Zone III (0.65<DoP<0.85, |CPD|<450): Single-

bounce surface scattering is mixed with volume

scattering, as in short-vegetated farming fields.

Zone IV (0.65<DoP<0.85, |CPD|>450): Double-

bounce surface backscatters beneath a sparse

crown layer having randomly oriented leaves

and branches.

Zone V (DoP<0.65, |CPD|<450): Volume

scattering areas such as deciduous forests or a

dense short vegetation fields.

Zone VI (DoP<0.65, |CPD|>450): Double-

bounce backscattering from a trunk layer with

random scattering through a sparse crown layer,

as in sparse coniferous forests.

5. Verification of the DoP-CPD classification
technique with RADARSAT-2

The DoP-CPD diagrams are verified with the

selected study areas (San Francisco) at first. Fig. 6

shows a DoP-CPD diagram with the pixel distributions

of the DoP and CPD for a RADARSAT-2 image for
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Fig. 5.  The DoP-CPD diagram for classification of polarimetric

SAR images.

Fig.6.  Classification results of a RADARSAT-2 image.



the bare surfaces (x), village areas (+), short

vegetation areas (o), and tall vegetation areas (D).

Table 1 shows the corresponding classification

results using the DoP-CPD classification technique.

Surprisingly, all pixels (2500 pixels) of the bare

surface are classified to the ‘Zone I’ of the DoP-CPD

diagram. Most pixels (91.04%) of the town (village

area) are classified to the ‘Zone II’ of the DoP-CPD

diagram. For the short vegetation fields, only 61.76%

of the pixels are classified to Zone III. For the tall

vegetation fields, 79.2% of the pixels are classified to

Zone V. About 10% of the pixels are classified to

Zone VI, because the double bounce scattering may

occur for a sparse forest area.

For more verification, DoP-CPD classification

technique has been applied to RADARSAT-2 images

taken over the Flevoland, Netherlands. Fig. 7 shows

qualitatively the classification results of a polarimetric

RADARSAT-2 image taken over the Flevoland area

of the DoP-CPD technique, which was compared
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Fig. 7.  Comparison of classification techniques with a polarimetric RADARSAT-2 image: (a) Aerial photo, (b) DoP-CPD classification,

(c) Entropy- alpha classification.

Table 1.  Accuracy of the classification results

Zone Bare surface Village Short veg. Tall veg.

N % N % N % N %

I 2500 100 67 2.68 3 0.12 15 0.6

II 0 0 2276 91.04 2 0.08 8 0.32

III 0 0 29 1.16 1544 61.76 154 6.16

IV 0 0 114 4.56 76 3.04 89 3.56

V 0 0 6 0.24 827 33.08 1980 79.2

VI 0 0 8 0.32 48 1.92 254 10.16

Total 2500 100 2500 100 2500 100 2500 100

Zone 
Bare surface Village Short veg. Tall veg.

N % N % N % N %



with the entropy-alpha classification techniques.

Flevoland is most of crop land, there are some of

urban. In general, for an urban area, although

backscattered signals in general are from single-

bounce, double-bounce and multiple-bounce returns

of various parts of the structure, the double-bounce

scattering is still dominant for urban areas. So, double

bounce objects exhibiting ‘red’ in general

classification scheme. The DoP-CPD can see more

‘red’ color than the entropy-alpha technique in urban

areas as shown in Fig. 7.

6. Concluding remarks

Based on the analyses for the DoP and CPD for

various earth terrains, a simple unsupervised

classification technique for polarimetric SAR images

has been evaluated. We then set empirically the

boundaries of the DoP and the CPD between the

classes based on the DoP-CPD distributions of

various target areas. We analyzed the sensitivities of

the classification parameters on various targets and

the effect of ensemble averaging. The DoP-CPD is

less sensitive to the number of averaging pixels than

the entropy-alpha technique. It would be a stronger

statement and better proof. The accuracy of the

simple classification technique was examined with C-

band polarimetric RADARSAT-2 data. Although this

classification technique using the DoP and CPD is

simple, the DoP-CPD diagram might be a good tool

for classifying polarimetric SAR images.
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